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Quietly, the professionals at the Department of Justice have been working this massive
scandal—that is complex by design—to build cases that move from the outer edges to the heart
of political corruption in Washington DC. Abramoff is just a doorway in—not an endpoint—and
prosecutors are zeroing in on some big fish in a corrupt stream.

The investigation was very active in 2008 and expanded its scope. More shoes are dropping.
More details are being exposed. This is why the GOP fears the future, Obama and Eric Holder.

  

To date, sixteen people—including Abramoff—have plead guilty in the scandal and as terms of
their pleas they have been cooperating with the DOJ. Another two have been indicted. One is
awaiting trial while the other was recently found guilty again in a retrial. Others, including
Abramoff, have been indicted for crimes committed on the US Territory of Guam. A trial there is
schedule to begin in January 2009. And then there are some indictments on the Marianas
Islands that may also prove to be related to corruption in Washington when they come to trial.
And that is just what is known on the surface. There are quite a few people identified in these
cases who have yet to be indicted, but their day is coming.

The Abramoff scandal is a very active investigation and it is flying far below the radar. One gets
the sense that the professionals in the Department of Justice who have been investigating this
scandal are waiting out the Bush Administration to minimize political interference and any
possible pardons Bush might hand out to his co-conspirators as he leaves office. The US
Attorney in Maryland had to be tasked with investigating the DOJ in Washington DC because
Abramoff and his team had infiltrated the Justice Department. There is evidence in the Abramoff
billing records, documents released from Court cases and from Congressional investigations
that former Attorney General John Ashcroft may have exposure is the scandal. Two of his
former staffers are involved. One has pleaded guilty and the other has been indicted, his trial
should begin later this year.

Many in Washington and in the press want to point to the artificial scandals from the Clinton era
or that dickhead Governor in Illinois as the biggest scandals of the day. I expect that the GOP
will trot these out as they try to attack Eric Holder, Obama’s choice to be Attorney General. I
wrote about this a few weeks ago (Why the GOP Fears Eric Holder) and we need to get ready
to fight back.

When the GOP screams Marc Rich: We scream Abramoff!

When the GOP screams Elian: We scream Abramoff!

When the GOP screams Buddhist Temple: We scream Abramoff!

When the GOP screams Blagojevich: We scream Abramoff! 
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More... 
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http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2009/1/2/0828/92837/28/679346

